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The format of the Kentucky Soil Data System presented herein is based on the data system reported 
by Spradling.* It is intended to serve as a guide for the input of data. A user-oriented report describing 
the information available through the data file and how requests for infomation should be made is a forth-
coming compliment to this report. 
The structure of the report is intended to make it easy to find numerous format details needed to 
input data. To this end, the data fields have been grouped by several categories: sample location, identifi· 
cation numbers, pedology, geology, engineering testing, classification, core data, strength data, and clay 
mineralogy. The abbreviated file definition includes and summarizes, for convenience, the major items 
included in these categories. TI1e expanded file definition covers the details of the coding instructions. 
A coding sheet (Figure I) is presented as an aid to encoding data for entry into the storage system. 
The record contains some blank fields to facilitate coding and data input. 
Data Input Procedures 
After information for a group of samples has been recorded on coding sheets (Figure I), the data 
should be edited in a data set called TTR3. SODS.CNTL (S9). When this editing is completed, the data 
for each sample will consist of ten SO-character records. Currently, there are several data fields typically 
input in English units. To convert these values to their metric equivalents, the data for each sample is 
converted to a single SOO-character record. The program stored in TTR3.SODS.CNTL(S4) creates the 
BOO-character record, makes the metric conversions, and reads the converted BOO-character records into 
the data set TTR3.NEWSODS. The new data should then be checked to ensure that the metric conver-
sions were successfully made and that all information was placed in the correct field. Once the data are 
proofed, run TTR3.SODS. CNTL (S3). This is a series of programs to update the soils data files. First the 
data are added to the Librarian Module RNI3AOO. All data (new and old) is then pulled off Librarian and 
sorted so that the new data just added is inserted in its proper location according to the ID field (state, 
county, site, hole, sample). The sorted data file then replaces (is written over) the old Librarian Module. 
It also replaces the old data in TTR3.SODS. DATA, which is identical to the data in the Librarian Module 
except that it is a single SOO-character record while the data in the Librarian Module consists of ten SO-
character records. Having one copy of the data stored in ten SO-character records (Librarian) allows addi-
tional editing (if errors were made in the original editing or if changes or additions are required later). 
Summary of Data File Manipulation: 
TTR3.SODS.CNTL(S9) Edit new data 
TTR3.SODS.CNTL(S4) Convert to SOO-character record 
Make metric conversions 
TTR3.SODS.CNTL(S3) 
Load data into TTR3.NEWSODS 
Add data to Librarian Module RN13AOO 
Sort updated data file 
Replace old data file with updated file in Librarian RN13AOO and in 
TTR3.SODS.DATA 
Metric Conversions 
Samples tested by the Division of Research for the US Soil Conservation Service make up a large 
portion of the data file; all samples recorded as being in Site I, for any county, are data of this type. All 
of this 11 SCS data 11 is converted separately because fields such as depth to top or bottom of sample are 
reported in inches; for other data, these values are given in feet. Thus, there is one set of conversion factors 
to use in coding the SCS data and a second set to be used for the other data. The program to make the 
metric conversions uses one set of conversion factors if SITE= 1 (SCS data) and a second set of conversion 
factors when SITE does not equal l. The units to. be used for input on the coding sheets are as follows: 
* Spradling, Dwight, A Soils Data System for Kentllcky, Division of Research, Kentucky D
epartment 
of Transportation, February 1976. 
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Figure 1. Coding Sheet. 
Fields indicated in the table below require English-to-metric conversions; but English units used for
 
input are the same for all data: 
FIELD 
SURELY 
All densities: NDDEN, SMXDEN, 
DDI through DDS, 
DDFCBR, DDSCBR 









Fields listed in the table below require English-to-metric conversions; English input units are differen
t 











INPUT UNITS DECIMALS 
feet I 
Conversion factors 
Some data stored in metric units are frequently reported in English units. Therefore, use of the 
following English-to-metric conversions may be necessary for data input: 
CONVERSION 
ft tom 
in. to mm 
pcf to kg/m3 
psi to kPa 










Abbreviated file Definition 
I 
FIELD 
STARTS IN FIELD 
COLUMN LENGTH 
13 ID KEY FIELD: STATE, COUNTY, SITE, HOLE, SAMPLE 
14 16 LATITUDE-LONGITUDE 
30 15 STATE PLANE COORDINATES 
45 3 LOCATION ACCURACY 
48 14 STATION-OFFSET 
62 5 SURFACE ELEVATION 
67 8 DEPTH OF SAMPLE 
75 2 TYPE OF PROJECT 
77 3 SOURCE OF INFORMATION 
81 2 SAMPLING METHOD 
83 6 DATE 
89 45 PROJECT NUMBERS 
134 18 HORIZON, HORIZON DEPTH 
152 5 SLOPE 
157 1 LANDSCAPE POSITION 
158 2 MODE OF SOIL TRANSPORT 
160 1 SERIES VERIFICATION 
161 18 SOIL SERIES NAME 
179 14 HORIZON TEXTURE, COLOR, STRUCTURE 
193 4 USGS MAP NUMBER 
197 2 PHYSIOGRAPHIC REGION 
199 2 DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT 
201 20 BEDROCK 
221 10 GEO AGE, NAME, SEQUENCE, RANK 
231 8 LITHOLOGY 
241 7 IN SITU MOISTURE-DENSITY 
248 4 SHRINKAGE LIMIT-RATIO 
252 48 PARTICLE-SIZE DISTRIBUTION 
300 2 DISPERSION AGENT, DEVICE 
302 9 SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
311 46 STANDARD MOISTURE-DENSITY 
357 7 MODIFIED MOISTURE-DENSITY 
364 4 UNSOAKED CBR 
368 4 SOAKEDCBR 
372 40 PENETRATIONS 
413 1 TYPEOFCBR 
414 17 CBR DENSITIES 
431 48 TIME-SWELL READINGS 
481 1 TYPE OF LIQUID LIMIT 
482 3 LIQUID LIMIT 
485 24 POINTS (LIQUID LIMIT TEST) 
5 
I 509 3 PLASTIC LIMIT 512 9 PLASTIC LIMIT MOISTURE CONTENTS 
521 2 PLASTICITY INDEX 
523 10 AASHTO CLASSIFICATION 
533 5 UNIFIED CLASSIFICATION 
538 6 TEXTURAL CLASSIFICATION 
544 4 DEPTH TO ROCK DISINTEGRATION ZONE 
548 4 DEPTH TO COMPETENT BEDROCK 
552 4 DEPTH TO WATER 
556 3 ROCK QUALITY DESIGNATION 
559 I REFUSAL 
561 3 SLAKING DURABILITY INDEX 
564 4 AVAILABILITY OF STRENGTH DATA 
568 20 UNCONFINED COMPRESSION 
588 186 CLAY MINEROLOGY 
6 
Expanded File Definition I 
p:: 
""" z P::"' O<Zl 
- :r: ot) P:::;;j 
"' 5~ ~,... ~i;2 gj;§ ..<(.) VARIABLE "'z Z< ~~ NAME g:J,_. .,;;:J 2o REMARKS 
""""' 
STATE 1 2 z 0 Use numbers assigned by the F!PS (Federal Infor-
mation Processing Standards) code. 
The number for Kentucky is 21 










West Virginia 56 
co 3 3 z 0 
Kentucky county numbers: 
1 Adair 31 Edmonson 61 Knox 91 Nicholas 
2 Allen 32 Elliott 62 Larue 92 Ohio 
3 Anderson 33 Estill 63 Laurel 93 Oldham 
4 Ballard 34 Fayette 64 Lawrence 94 Owen 
5 Barren 35 Fleming 65 Lee 95 Owsley 
6 Bafb 36 Floyd 66 Leslie 96 Pendleton 
7 Bell 37 Franklin 67 Letcher 97 Perry 
8 Boone 38 Fulton 68 Lewis 98 Pike 
9 Bourbon 39 Gallatin 69 Lincoln 99 Powell 
10 Boyd 40 Garrard 70 Livingston 100 Pnlaski 
11 Boyle 41 Grant 71 Logan 101 Robertson 
12 Bracken 42 Graves 72 Lyon 102 Rockcastle 
13 Breathitt 43 Grayson 73 McCracken 103 Rowan 
14 Breckinridge 44 Green 74 McCreary 104 Russell 
15 Bullitt 45 Greenup 75 McLean 105 Scott 
16 Butler 46 Hancock 76 Madison 106 Shelby 
17 Caldwell 47 Hardin 77 Magoffin 107 Simpson 
18 Calloway 48 Harlan 78 Marion 108 Spencer 
19 Campbell 49 Harrison 79 Marshall 109 Taylor 
20 Carlisle 50 Hart 80 Martin 110 Todd 
21 Carroll 51 Henderson 81 Mason 111 Trigg 
22 Carter 52 Henry 82 Meade 112 Trhnble 
23 Casey 53 Hickman 83 Menifee 113 Union 
24 Christian 54 Hopkins 84 Mercer 114 Warren 
25 Clark 55 Jackson 85 Metcalfe 115 Washington 
26 Clay 56 Jefferson 86 Monroe 116 Wayne 
27 Clinton 57 Jessamine 87 Montgomery 117 Webster 
28 Crittenden 58 Johnson 88 Morgan 118 Whitley 
29 Cumberland 59 Kenton 89 Muhlenburg 119 Wolfe 
30 Daviess 60 Knott 90 Nelson 120 Woodford 
7 
I County numbers for some counties in states adjacent to Kentucky: 
ILLINOIS MISSOURI TENNESSEE VIRGINIA 
2 Alexander 16 Cape Girardeau 3 Benton 14 Buchanan 
30 Gallatin 67 Mississippi 7 Campbell 26 Dickenson 
I 35 Hardin 72 New Madrid II Cheatham 52 Lee 44 Johnson 78 Pemiscot 13 Claiborne 81 Russell 64 Massac 100 Scott 14 Clay 82 Scott 76 Pope 103 Stoddard 19 Davidson 94 Wise 
77 Pulaski 22 Dickson 
83 Saline 25 Fentress 
91 Union 29 Grainger WEST VIRGINIA 
97 White 40 Henry 3 Boone 
OHIO 42 Houston 6 Cabell 
INDIANA Adams 44 Jackson 22 Lincoln 
10 Clark 8 Brown 48 Lake 23 Logan 
13 Crawford 9 Butler 56 Macon 24 McDowell 
15 Dearborn 13 Clermont 63 Montgomery 27 Mason 
19 Dubois 14 Clinton 65 Morgan 30 Mingo 
22 Floyd 27 Galli a 66 Obion 40 Putnam 
26 Gibson 31 Hamilton 67 Overton 50 Wayne 
31 Harrison 36 Highland 69 Pickett 55 Wyoming 
39 Jefferson 44 Lawrence 74 Robertson 
50 Ohio 66 Pike 76 Scott 
62 Perry 73 Scioto 81 Stewart 
65 Posey 92 Weakley 






SITE 6 3 z 0 
Site number I is always reserved for Soil Conservation Service (SCS) data 
ADAIR 
scs 
2 CUMBERLAND PKWY 
3 KY 55 
ALLEN 
2 US31E 
3 us 231 
BARREN 
scs 
2 CUMBERLAND PKWY 
3 I 65 
4 KY90 
5 KY 225 
6 CAVE CITY-MAMMOTH CAVE RD 
7 PARK ACCESS RD 
8 KY68 















































W. SIDE EMPIRE DR. BETWEEN AMER. BOOK & SQ. D 
E. SIDE EMPIRE DR. SOUTH OF R. R. 
RYDER TRUCK RENTAL, FLORENCE 
EQUITABLE BAG CO, FLORENCE 
GREATER CINCINNATI AIRPORT·- TERMINALS A, B, & C 
GREATER CINCINNATI AIRPORT, YOUELL ROAD RELOCATION 
KENTON GREEN APTS., FLORENCE 
FLORENCE 
BURLINGTON RD. 800' N. of CONRAD LN. 
FLORENCE N. OF RT. 18 JUST W. OF I 75 
NO. KY. INDUS. SUBDIVISION SOU. R. R., FLORENCE 
SQUARED INDUSTRIAL PARK 
CINN. GAS & ELECTRIC EAST BEND POWER PLANT 
WALNUT CREEK SUBDNISION, FLORENCE 
KENTON GREEN APTS., FLORENCE 
ROBERTS CONSOLIDATED INDUSTRIES, PARKS 
scs 
ASHLAND OIL HDQT. 14TH & WINCHESTER, ASHLAND 
ASHLAND OIL REFINERY 
US 60 BRIDGE OVER BIG SANDY R., CATLETTSBURG 
KY259 
KY245 




US 62 CONNECTOR 




JAMES SCHAUB APTS. S.W. OF DAYTON PIKE, S.E. DAYTON AVE., DAYTON 















































NO. KY. STATE COLLEGE FINE ARTS BUILDING 
NO. KY. STATE COLLEGE MAINTENANCE BUILDING 
NO. KY. STATE COLLEGE ACTIVITIES BUILDING 
NO. KY. STATE COLLEGE LIBRARY 
ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL SOUTH WING ADDITION, GRAND AVE., FT. THOMAS 
DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS, 7725 ALEXANDRIA PIKE, COLD SPRINGS 
KROGER STORE, 6TH & BERRY, BELLEVUE 
SCENIC VIEW DRIVE, FT THOMAS 
BELL VIEW SUBSTATION, NEWPORT 
INTERLAKE STEEL, NEWPORT WORKS, HOT STRIP MINE FACILITIES 




KY 445 RELOCATION 
scs 
scs 
DOW CORNING, CARROLLTON 
GHENT GENERATING STATION, UNIT 2, GHENT 
GHENT GENERATING STATION, UNIT I, GHENT 
L & N R. R. BLACK ROCK CREEK, GHENT 
I 71 OVER KENTUCKY RIVER 
KY 227 
KY 320 
I 71 OVER MILL CREEK 






PENNYRILE PARKWAY · KY 107 CONNECTOR 
US41 
NORTHWEST HOPKINSVILLE BYPASS 
KY272 
KY 164 







2 STANDPIPE, KNITTSVILLE 










WARE FARM NEAR TATES CR. RD. & MT. TABOR ROAD 
INNSBRUCK APTS., S. OF US 25, E. OF NEW CIRCLE ROAD 

































SOUTHERN BELL ESS BUILDING, FRANKFORT 





SOUTHERN R. R., WILLIAMSTOWN 




WESTERN KY PKWY 
KY61 
ON BIG BRUSH CREEK AT LITTLE BRUSH CREEK 
scs 
HOLLY MANOR APT., BETWEEN OLD RT. 23 & AMER. LEGION POST AT 
EUNICE ST., SOUTH SHORE 
scs 
E-TOWN BYPASS 
BULLION BLVD. OVER US 31 W 
BLUEGRASS PARKWAY 
US31 W 
FORT KNOX, B.O.Q. 



























































BARDSTOWN RD.- JEFFERSON FRWY. INTERCHANGE 
JOHNSON SCHOOL ROAD 
TERRY LANE EXTENSION 
KY 1447 (WESTPORT ROAD) 
OHIO STREET 
CANNONS LANE - DUTCHMAN'S LANE 
JEFFERSON FREEWAY 
SHAWNEE PARKWAY 
I 264 ·US 42 INTERCHANGE 
PRESTON STREET 
MT. WASHINGTON ROAD 
PRESTON & JEFFERSON FRWY. INTERCHANGE- RAMP 2 
OUTER LOOP 
OLD SHEPHERDSVILLE ROAD 
MT. HOLLY ROAD 
TAYLORSVILLE ROAD (KY 55- 155) 
POPLAR LEVEL ROAD 
LOUISVILLE MUNICIPAL HOUSING COMMISSION 4TH & ST. CATHERINE 
KENTUCKY TURNPIKE (I 65) 
POSTAL FACILITY NEAR NEWBURG RD. SOUTH OF I 264 
LOUISVILLE WATER CO., ENGLISH STATION ROAD 
NURSING HOME, NEWBURG ROAD NEAR TREVILIAN WAY 
SOUTHERN BELL, ESS BLDG., JEFFERSONTOWN 
FIVE RIVERFRONT PLAZA, 4TH AND MAIN 
SOUTH CENTRAL BELL, LOUISVILLE 
PHILLIP MORRIS ADMINISTRATION BLDG, 20TH AND MAPLE 












































STEENKEN FARM, VILLA HILLS, 1 1/2 MI. W. OF CRESCENT SPRINGS 
BRISTOW ROAD AND RICHLAND ROAD 
HATHAWAY COURT, RT. 8, COVINGTON 
EXECUTNE 75 OFFICE BLDG., ROYAL AVE. & BEECHWOOD RD. (NEAR 
ROUNDTOWNER) 
I 75 AND KYLES LN., FT. WRIGHT 
SHERATON MOTOR INN, S.E. OF DIXIE HIGHWAY, N. OF I 75 · KYLES LN. 
INTERCHANGE, FT. WRIGHT 
FILSON-SILMAR DN., VISTRON CORP., LATONIA AVE. AT L & N RR, LATONIA 
N.E. OF US 42 NEAR MAIN STREET, ELSMERE 
L & N RAILROAD· DECOURSEY YARD 
DENZEL CONSTRUCTION- W. OF KY 17, S. OF DUDLEY RD, SANDFORDTOWN 
THEATER- 1/2 MI. N.E. OF I 75 -BUTTERMILK INTERCHANGE 
DOLANS DUMP BETWEEN PLEASANT RUN CR. & SOU. RR NEAR FT. MITCHELL 
COUNTRY CLUB 
ERLANGER GAS BETWEEN CRESCENT SPRINGS RD. & SOU. RAILROAD W. 
OF CRESTVIEW HILLS 
HENRY VIII MOTEL- W. OF I 75- BUTTERMILK INTERCHANGE 
COVINGTON LANDFILL- 1 MI. E. OF WINSTON PARK 
NAIMAN WHSE. INC., FLORENCE BETWEEN KENTON-BOONE CO. LINE & 
SOU. RAILROAD, N. OF KY 1829 
MISTY CREEK SUBDNISION- 2 MI. E. OF FLORENCE 
QUALITY MOTEL, 5TH STREET, COVINGTON 
LATONIA S. OF 43RD BETWEEN WINSTON & BORON 





















































CORNING GLASS WORKS- CULLET CRUSHING BLDG., HARRODSBURG 
KY UTILITIES CO, ASH STORAGE DAM 
CUMBERLAND PARKWAY 
US 68- KY 80 
scs 
scs 
GREEN RIVER POWER STATION 
scs 
SOUTHERN BELL, ESS BLDG., BARDSTOWN 
KY245 
BLUEGRASS PARKWAY 
KY 245, US 31E- US 62 CONNECTOR 
MIDWESTERN GAS RADIO TOWER, HARTFORD 
INDUSTRIAL SITE, BUCKNER 




CUMBERLAND PARKWAY- US 127 RELOCATION 



























SOUTHERN RAILROAD ACROSS GUIST CR., 1,000 FT. W. OF I 64 
scs 
scs 
12TH AND STATE STREETS, BOWLING GREEN 
KY67 
GREEN RNERPARKWAY 
ADAMS STREET EXTENSION 
NEW INDUSTRY DRIVE . CAMPBELL LANE 
us 231 
KY 234 · BURTON ROAD 
SCOTTSVILLE ROAD 
POTTER AVE. · GORDON AVE. 
I 65 
3 z 0 
2 z 0 
8 c 2 
As shown in Figure 2, samples are numbered 
consecutively from top to bottom without gaps 
for unsampled intervals. 
Shales, which are more properly considered 
to be rock than soil, may be mechanically de· 
gregated and subsequently subjected to test pro· 
cedures used on soils. Still it is desirable to know 
whether the materials tested are soil or mechanic· 
ally degregated rock (shale) samples. This may be 
determined by comparing the depth to rock (field 
beginning in Character 548) with the depth of 
the sample (Characters 67·74), as shown in Figure 
2. 
Latitude 
Latitude and longitude can be stored to the nearest 
hundredth of a second. Where latitude or longitude 
are coded to the tenth or hundredth of a second, 
this typically (unless location accuracy is 10 or less) 
does not denote absolute accuracy but merely lo-
cates the hole relative to other holes at the same 
site. One second of latitude equals 101.25 feet 
(30.86 m). The length of one second of longitude 
varies with latitude; one second of longitude equals 
79.94 feet (24.37 m) at 38° N, 81.02 feet (24.70 
m) at 37° N, and 82.07 feet (25.02 m) at 36° N. 
15 
I 






















SAMPLE 2 (SHALE) 
Figure 2. Sample Numbering Procedures. Holes I aud 2 illustrate how samples are 
numbered consecutively despite gaps in the sampling record. Holes 3 aud 4 
illustrate how sample depths and depth to rock indicate whether the tested 
material is soil or mechauicaUy degregated rock shale. 
14 2 c 0 Degrees Examples: 86° 241 
16 2 c 0 Minutes 86° 241 15 11 
18 4 c 2 Seconds 86° 241 15.25" 
22 2 c 2 Longitude 
22 2 c 0 Degrees 
24 2 c 0 Minutes 
26 4 c 2 Seconds 
30 15 z 0 State Plane Coordinates 
30 z 0 Zone: I -North zone; 2- South zone 




Counties in the North zone: 
3 Anderson 25 Clark 56 Jefferson 93 Oldham 
6 Bath 32 . Elliott 57 Jessamine 94 Owen 
8 Boone 34 Fayette 59 Kenton 96 Pendleton 
9 Bourbon 35 Fleming 64 Lawrence 101 Robertson 
10 Boyd 37 Franklin 68 Lewis 103 Rowan 
12 Bracken 39 GaUatin 81 Mason 105 Scott 
15 Bullitt 41 Grant 83 Menifee 106 Shelby 
19 Campbell 45 Greenup 87 Montgomery 108 Spencer 
21 Carroll 49 Harrison 88 Morgan 112 Trimble 





Figure 3. North and South Zones of the Kentucky Plane Coordinates System. 
Counties in the South zone: 
I Adair 33 Estill 65 Lee 90 Nelson 
2 Allen 36 Floyd 66 Leslie 92 Ohio 
4 Ballard 38 Fulton 67 Letcher 95 Owsley 
5 Barren 40 Garrard 69 Lincoln 97 Perry 
7 Bell 42 Graves 70 Livingston 98 Pike 
ll Boyle 43 Grayson 71 Logan 99 Powell 
13 Breathitt 44 Green 72 Lyon 100 Pulaski 
14 Breckinridge 46 Hancock 73 McCracken 102 Rockcastle 
16 Butler 47 Hardin 74 McCreary 104 Russell 
17 Caldwell 48 Harlan 75 McLean 107 Simpson 
18 Calloway 50 Hart 76 Madison 109 Taylor 
20 Carlisle 51 Henderson 77 Magoffin 110 Todd 
23 Casey 53 Hickman 78 Marshall Ill Trigg 
24 Christian 54 Hopkins 79 Marion 113 Union 
26 Clay 55 Jackson 80 Martin 114 Warren 
27 Clinton 58 Johnson 82 Meade 115 Washington 
28 Crittenden 60 Knott 84 Mercer 116 Wayne 
29 Cumberland 61 Knox 85 Metcalfe 117 Webster 
30 Daviess 62 Larue 86 Monroe 118 Whitley 
31 Edmonson 63 Laurel 89 Muhlenburg 119 Wolfe 
STPLEW 31 7 z 0 EastMwest distance, feet east of baseline 
STPLNS 38 7 z 0 North·south distance, feet north of baseline 
17 
LOCACC 45 3 z 
TYPSTA 48 2 c 
STANO 50 7 z 
OFFSET 57 4 z 
OFFDIR 61 z 
SURE LV 62 5 z 
DTSAM 67 4 z 
DBSAM 71 4 z 








Location Accuracy -- Estimate accuracy in 
meters (I meter"' 3.3 feet). 
One second of latitude is approximately 30 
meters. 
For the following situations, the accuracy 
considered to be obtainable is: 
±3m -- using the roadway survey data where 
the survey has been tied into the state 
plane coordinate system. 
± 30 m -- plotting the sample location on topo-
graphic maps (scale I :24,000) where the 
road (or building) is shown on the map. 
± 100 m .. plotting the sample location where 
the road (or building) is not shown on the 
map and must be plotted. 
± 500 m .. if the station of the sample is not 
given and must be estimated from the 
distribution of that soil type as shown on 
the soil profile sheets. 
Type of Station: 
CL .. Centerline 
BL .. Baseline 
NB .. North-bound lanes 
SB .. South-bound lanes 
EB .. East-bound lanes 
WB - West-bound lanes 
AL .. Alternate survey line 
Station to the nearest foot 
Examples: 9362 + 25.1 
23 + 01 
.. 936225 
___ 2301 
Distance perpendicular from centerline of baseline 
to sample hole, to nearest foot 
Offset direction: A blank indicates sample lo-
cation is on centerline or baseline 
R .. Right 
L .. Left 
Surface elevation to nearest tenth of a meter 
Depth to top of sample to nearest tenth of a meter 
Depth to bottom of sample to nearest tenth of a 
meter. If only one depth is given for the sample, 
DBSAM will be the same as DTSAM. 
Type of project: 
1 sampling for mapping purposes 
2 highway embankment foundation 
3 bridge pier foundation 
4 bridge approach embankment foundation 
5 building foundation 




10 sampling for research study 
11 bridge approach embankment 
SOURCE 77 3 z 0 Source of information: 
Data sources have been recorded by the Division 
as an aid in maintaining and updating the file. 
However, the data sources, public and private, are 
currently regarded by the Division of Research as 
confidential. 
SAMTHD 81 2 z 0 Sampling method: 
Disturbed samples (codes 10·29) 
10 disturbed sample, method unknown 
11 pit sample 
12 auger sample 
13 wash boring 
14 split barrel sample 
15 subgrade 
Undisturbed samples (codes 30·99) 
30 undisturbed sample, method unknown 
31 thin walled tube sample 
32 piston sampler 
DATE 83 6 z 0 Date 
DATEMO 83 2 z 0 Month 
DATED A 85 2 z 0 Day 
DATEYR 87 2 z 0 Year 
The Calendar Date is represented by a numeric 
code of six consecutive positions that, from left to 
right, represent the month, day and year as identi· 
fied by Gregorian Calendar 
Example: July 31, 1964 is coded 073164 
STPJ 89 24 c 0 State project number: 
PREFIX 89 3 c 0 prefix 
COUNTY 92 3 c 0 county 
RT/IT 95 4 c 0 route/item 
TERMNI 99 7 c 0 termini 
SPNSEQ 106 3 c 0 sequence 
PHA/OP 109 1 c 0 phase/operation 
ACTNIT 110 3 c 0 activities group 
FEDPJ 113 13 c 0 Federal project number 
FEDPRE 113 5 c 0 prefix 
CNTROL 118 5 c 0 control number 
OPRATN 123 3 c 0 operational number 
DIVMLN 129 5 z 0 Division of Material's lab number 
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HORIZN 134 10 c 0 Soil horizon: 
DTHOR 144 4 z Depth to top of horizon to the nearest 
tenth of a meter 
DBHOR 148 4 z Depth to bottom of horizon to nearest 
tenth of a meter 
SLOPE 152 5 c 0 Slope of the ground surface: 
Level is coded 0 
0 to 3% is coded 0·3 
3% is coded 3 
15% is coded 15 
10to 15%iscoded 10-15 
LNDPOS 157 c 0 Landscape position: 
u uplands 
R ridge tops 
M mountain cove 
s upper side slopes 
L lower side slopes 
T terraces 
B river bottoms 
K karstic topography 
F flatlands 







ER loess over residual deposits 
AE alluvium developed from loess 
EA loess over alluvial deposits 
Note: Two-digit field allows for coding of layered 
parent materials. For example, loess over residual 
materials, where both serve as parent material of 
the soil pedon, is coded ER. 
SERVER 160 z 0 Series verification 
SERIES 161 18 c 0 Soil series name 
TEXTUR 179 5 c 0 Soil texture: 
This is not the textural classification determined 
by laboratory tests but part of the description of 
the soil. If a range of textures, such as silt loam to 
loam, is reported, enter the one listed first. 
Example: Baxter Silt Loam is coded as 
SIL for silt loam. 
If no series is listed, the texture coded here is a 
visual determination not based on test {particle· 
size distribution) results. 
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G gravel 
SG sandy gravel 
s sand 
cos coarse sand 
FS fine sand 
VFS very fine sand 
LCOS loamy coarse sand 
LS loamy sand 
LFS loamy fine sand 
LVFS loamy very fine sand 
COSL coarse sandy loam 
SL sandy loam 
FSL fine sandy loam 
VFSL very fine sandy loam 
LL light (coarse) loam 
L loam 
HL heavy (fine) loam 
LSIL light (coarse) silt loam 
SIL silt loam 
HSIL heavy (fine) silt loam 
SI silt 
SCL sandy clay loam 
COSCL coarse sandy clay loam 
LCL light (coarse) clay loam 
CL clay loam 
HCL heavy (fine) clay loam 
LSICL light( coarse) silty clay 
SICL silty clay loam 
STRUCT 184 c 
PCOLOR 185 4 c 
BGY bluish gray 
BK black 
BN brown 
BYW broWnish yellow 
CR cream 
DBN dark brown 
DBGY dark bluish gray 
DGY dark gray 
DGBN dark greenish brown 
DGGY dark greenish gray 






























heavy (fine) silty clay loam 
sandy clay 
light (coarse) silty clay 
silty clay 
heavy (fine) silty clay 
light (coarse) clay 
clay 











oxide-protected weathered bedrock 
partially decomposed organic matter 
peat 
sapric material 
undecomposed orgardc matter 
unweathered bedrock 
weathered cedrock, saprolite, or grus 
flaggy 
flaggy silty clay 
Structure: 












Primary color of the sample: If two colors are 
listed as equally prominant, list one here and one 
in SCOLOR 
DRBN dark reddish brown 






















































light brownish gray 
light greenish gray 
light gray 
light olive brown 
light olive gray 
light red 
light reddish brown 


















































very dark brown 
very dark gray 
very dark brown 
very dark red 
very pale brown 






Secondary color -- use same color code as in 
PCOLOR 
If two colors are listed as equally prominant, 
list one in PCOLOR and one here. If three colors 
are listed (and one is coded in PCOLOR), the 
other two colors may be indicated, by using two 
of the following two-letter codes: 
BK black GY gray RD red 
VN brown MA maroon TN tan 
CR cream OL olive WH white 
GR green PK pink YW yellow 
USGS geologic map number (see fold-out map in 
the back of this publication). 
Physiographic Region: 
P Purchase 
WC Western Coalfield 
MM Mississippian Plateaus •· Mammouth Cave 
Plateau 
MP Mississippian Plateaus · Pennyroyal and 
Waverly Sections 
K Knobs 
OB Outer Bluegrass 
1B Inner Bluegrass 
EC Eastern Coalfield 
Depositional environment 
Bedrock: 
If the sample location is near the contact between 
rock types, list both, with the most probable 
parent material listed first. 
Geologic age (Recommended by the Committee 
on Standard Stratigraphic Coding, American 
Association of Petroleum Geologists): 

































Pre cam brian 400 
Geologic name coding procedures: 
1. Eliminate the rank of the unit, such as group, 
formation, member, and bed. 
2. Eliminate the lithologic description, such as 
sandstone, shale, limestone, etc. 
3. Remove qualifying terms such as upper, middle, 
lower, first, second sands, "B" zone, etc. 
4. The first letter of each word is not deleted. 
5. Only one letter of a double letter occurrence is 
deleted. 
6. Deletion is continued until code word is re· 
duced to four letters. 
7. Words already smaller than the predetermined 
size carry blank notations to complete the 
code. 
8. The word is entered on the left in the field and 
any blanks will be on the right side. 
9. Some duplicates may appear; alternate name is 
assigned by the Division of Research to 
maintain system-wide uniqueness. 
ORDER OF LETTER ELIMINATION 
1. A 10 T 19. G 
2. E 11. N 20. P 
3. I 12. S 21. K 
4. 0 13. R 22. B 
5. U 14. L 23. V 
6. W 15. D 24. X 
7. H 16. C 25. J 
8. Y 17. M 26. Q 




GEOSEQ 228 2 z 0 Geologic sequence number. For units with the 
same GEOAGE, those with the highest GEOSEQ 
are typically the oldest (see Stratigraphic Listing 
below) 
GEORNK 230 I c 0 Geologic rank (if rank is uncoded, the unit may 
merely be a convenient mapping unit of two or 
more members or formations) 




Age Name Seq Rank 
CENOZOIC 
110 QRRY Quarternary 
112 PLRS 05 F Peoria Loess and Roxana Silt 
121 CNNL 01 Continental Deposits 
121 LOSS 99 Loess 
124 JCKS 01 Jackson 
124 CLRB 05 F Clair borne 
124 WLCX 10 F Wilcox 
124 CPDP 20 Coastal Plain Deposits 
12S PTCK 05 F Porters Creek 
CRETACEOUS 
210 CLTN OS F Clayton 
210 CMCN 06 Clayton - McNairy 
210 MCNR 07 F McNairy 
I 210 EUTW 20 F Eutaw 210 TCLO 75 F Tuscaloosa PENNSYLVANIAN 321 STRG 01 F Sturgis (Lisman- Henshaw- Dixon) 
321 PVDC 02 M Providence 
321 PVAR 04 Providence - Anvil Rock 
I 321 PVML OS Providence - Madisonville 321 AVRK 06 M Madisonville 321 MVLC 12 Madisonville - Carthage 321 CRTG 14 M Carthage 321 CGLM 15 Carthage - Lisman 
321 CGSG 17 Carthage to top of Sturgis 
321 LSMN 19 Lisman Coal Bed 
321 LMSG 20 Lisman to top of Sturgis 
321 MNNG 30 F Monongahela 
321 CNMG 50 F Conemaugh 
321 MGCM 70 Monongahela - Conemaugh 
324 CBDL 01 F Carbondale 
324 ALGN 50 F Allegheny 
327 TRDR 10 F Tradewater 
327 CSVL 30 F Caseyville 
327 BRTT 50 F Breathitt 
327 BTLE 70 Breathitt - Lee 
327 HGNT 80 F Hignite 
327 CTRN 82 F Catron 
327 MNGO 82 F Mingo 
327 HNCE 84 F Hance 
327 LEE 90 F Lee 
MISSISSIPPIAN 
331 PNNG 01 F Pennington 
331 BNGR 03 F Bangor 
331 BGHL 05 Bangor - Hartselle 
331 HRSL 07 F Hartselle 
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331 MTGL 10 F Monteagle 
331 KDDR 15 M Kidder Member (Upper Member on 
some quads) 
331 SGMM 20 M Ste Genevieve Member 
331 NWMN 50 F Newman 
331 UPMN 75 M Upper Member 
331 SGMN 80 M Ste Genevieve Member 
331 SLMN 85 M St Louis Member 
332 KNKD 01 F Kinkaid 
332 KKDG 02 Kinkaid • Degonia 
332 KKDC 03 Kinkaid · Degonia · Clore 
332 KDCP 04 Kinkaid· Degonia · Clore ·Palestine 
332 DGON OS F De gonia 
332 DGCL 06 Degonia · Clore 
332 CLOR 07 F Clore 
332 CLPL 08 Clore · Palestine 
332 PLSN 09 F Palestine 
332 MNRD 10 F Menard 
332 MWBG ll Menard · Waltersburg 
332 MWVT 12 Menard ·Waltersburg • Vienna · Tar Springs 
332 WLBG l3 F Waltersburg 
332 VINN 14 F Vienna 
332 VNTS IS Vienna· Tar Springs 
332 TSPG 16 F Tar Springs 
332 LCFD 20 F Leitchfield 
332 BFWL 25 F Buffalo Wallow 
332 GLND 35 F Glen Dean 
332 HDBG 40 F Hardinsburg 
332 GLCD 45 F Golconda 
332 HNEY 46 F Haney 
332 BGCF 47 F Big Clifty 
332 FRLS 48 M Fraileys 
332 BECE 49 F Beech Creek 
332 CPRS 50 F Cypress 
332 ELRN 52 F Elwren 
332 PCRE 55 F Paint Creek 
332 RELS 56 Reelsville · Sample 
332 REVL 57 F Reelsville 
332 SMPL 58 F Sample 
332 BVBD 59 F Beaver Bend 
332 BTHL 60 F Bethel 
332 MORN 62 F Moore town 
332 BVBP 64 Beaver Bend · Paoli 
332 RLNT 65 F Renault 
332 BBMP 66 Beaver Bend · Moretown ·Paoli 
332 POLl 67 F Paoli 
332 AXVS 69 F Aux Vases 
332 GRKN 72 F Girkin 
333 SGVV 01 F Ste Genevieve 
333 FRDN 03 M Fredonia 
333 RCLR OS M Roseclare 
333 LVIS 07 M Levi as 
333 SGUS 15 Ste Genevieve • Upper St Louis 
333 SGSL 16 Ste Genevieve · St Louis 
333 STLS 21 F St Louis 
333 SLSM 30 St Louis· Salem 
333 LSLS 35 Lower St Louis · Salem 
333 SLEM 40 F Salem 
333 SMRS 42 M Somerset 
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333 SLMW 45 Salem-Warsaw 
333 WRSW 50 F Warsaw 
333 HRBG 51 F Harrodsburg 
333 WALD 52 Warsaw argillaceous dolomite 
333 SCCH 55 M Science Hill (Warsaw) 
335 WRFP 10 Warsaw· Fort Payne 
338 FRPN 05 F Fort Payne 
338 KNFL 10 M Knifley 
338 JBEZ 12 M Jabez 
338 CNVL 15 M Cane Valley 
338 BVCE 16 M Beaver Creek 
338 REEF 17 Reef Limestone 
338 LMSN 19 Limestone 
338 BRDN 25 F Borden 
338 RNFR 30 M Renfro 
338 MLDG 35 M Muldraugh 
338 WILD 40 M Wildie 
338 HLGP 45 M Halls Gap 
338 NADA 50 M Nada 
338 CBLL 55 M Cowbell 
338 CNCT 57 B Conway Cut Bed 
338 RNDS 58 B Roundstone Bed 
338 HLCL 60 M Holtsclaw 
338 NCHC 62 Nancy · Holtsclaw 
338 NNCY 65 M Nancy 
338 GMSP 68 B Gum Sulphur Bed 
338 KNOD 70 M Kenwood 
338 NPVK 72 New Providence · Kenwood 
338 NPVC 75 M New Providence 
338 FRMR 80 M Farmers 
338 HNLY 82 B Henley Bed 
I 338 WVRL 90 F Waverly 339 SNBR 10 F Sunbury 339 BFSB 15 Bedford-Sunbury 339 BERE 20 F Berea 
339 BDRD 30 F Bedford 
DEVONIAN 
341 NALB 01 F New Albany · Chattanooga · Ohio 
341 CGCE 05 M Clegg Creek 
341 CMPF 10 M Camp Run 
341 BLCR 25 M Blocher 
344 SLBG 10 F Sellersburg 
344 BECO 11 M Beechwood 
344 SVCE 12 M Silver Creek 
344 SPED 13 M Speeds 
344 JFVL 20 F Jeffersonville 
344 BOYL 30 F Boyle 
SILURIAN 
354 LSVL 10 F Louisville 
354 WLDR 20 F Waldron 
354 LURL 30 F Laurel 
354 OGOD 40 F Osgood 
354 BSHR 50 F Bisher 
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354 CBOC 60 F Crab Orchard 
357 BSFD 10 F Brassfield 
ORDOVICIAN 
361 DKAL 01 Drakes - Ashlock 
361 DRKS 03 F Drakes 
361 SLUD OS M Saluda 
361 BROS 07 M Bardstown 
361 RLND 07 M Rowland 
361 PCVL 11 M Preachersville 
361 BLFK 13 F Bull Fork 
361 ALCK 15 F Ashlock 
361 REBA 17 M Reba 
361 TRRL 19 M Terrill 
361 SCEK 21 M Stingy Creek 
361 SCEG 22 Stingy Creek- Gilbert 
361 GLBR 23 M Gilbert 
361 TATE 25 M Tate 
361 GRLK 30 F Grant Lake 
361 BLLV 31 Bellevue Tongue 
361 FRVW 35 F Fairview 
361 CLCE 40 F Calloway Creek 
361 KOPE 45 F Kope 
361 GRRD 50 F Garrard 
361 CLFR 55 F Clays Ferry 
361 CMBD 75 F Cumberland 
361 LPRS 80 F Leipers 
364 LXNG 01 F Lexington 
364 CDVL OS M Curdsville 
364 LOGN 10 M Logan a 
364 GRIR IS M Grier 
364 PRVL 20 M Perryville I 364 FLCR 21 B Faulconer 364 SLVS 22 B Salvisa 364 CRVL 23 B Cornish ville 
364 TGOD 25 M Tanglewood 
364 BRNN 30 M Brannon 
364 SPWL 35 M Sulphur Well I 364 SPGG 40 M Stamping Ground 364 GEDL 45 Greendale Lentil 364 DVHL 50 M Devils Hollow 
364 MLBG 55 M Millersburg 
364 SCRK 60 M Strodes Creek 
364 TYRN 65 F Tyrone 
364 ORGN 75 F Oregon 
364 CMPN 85 F Camp Nelson 
ALPHABETICAL LISTING 
321 AVRK 06 M Anvil Rock (Sutrgis) 
321 ARML 08 Anvil Rock- Madisonville (Sturgis) 
361 ALCK IS F Ashlock 
332 AXVS 69 F Aux Vases 
331 BNGR 03 F Bangor 
331 BGHL OS Bangor - Hartselle 
361 BROS 07 M Bardstown (Drakes) 
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332 BVBD 59 F Beaver Bend 
332 BBMP 66 Beaver Bend - Mooretown -Paoli 
332 BVBP 64 Beaver Bend - Paoli 
338 BVCE 16 M Beaver Creek 
339 BDRD 30 F Bedford 
339 BFSB 15 Bedford - Sunbury 
332 BECE 49 F Beech Creek (Golconda) 
344 BECO 11 M Beechwood (Sellersburg) 
361 BLLV 31 T Bellevue Tongue (Grant Lake) 
339 BERE 20 F Berea 
332 BTHL 60 F Bethel 
332 BGCF 47 F Big Clifty (Golconda) 
354 BSHR 50 F Bisher 
341 BLCR 25 M Blocher (New Albany) 
338 BRDN 25 F Borden 
344 BOYL 30 F Boyle 
364 BRNN 30 M Brannon (Lexington) 
357 BSFD 10 F Brassfield 
332 BFWL 25 F Buffalo Wallow 
361 BLFK 13 F Bull Fork 
361 CLCE 40 F Calloway Creek 
364 CMPN 85 F Camp Nelson 
341 CMPR 10 M Camp Run (New Albany) 
338 CNVL 15 M Cane Valley (Fort Payne) 
321 CRTG 14 M Carthage (Sturgis) 
321 CGLM 15 Carthage- Usman (Sturgis) 
321 CGSG 17 Carthage to top of Sturgis 
341 NALB 01 F Chattanooga (list as New Albany) 
124 CLRB 05 F Clairborne 
361 CLFR 55 F Clays Ferry 
210 CLTN 05 F Clayton 
210 CMCN 06 Clayton-McNairy 
341 CGCE 05 M Clegg Creek (New Albany) 
332 CLOR 07 F Clore 
332 CLPL 08 Clore - Palestine 
124 CPDP 20 Coastal Plane Depostis 
121 CNNL 01 Continental Depostis 
I 338 CNCT 57 B Conway Cut (Cowbell (Borden)) 364 CRVL 23 B Cornishville (Perryville (Lexington)) 338 CBLL 55 M Cowbell (Borden) 354 CBOC 60 F Crab Orchard 
361 CMBD 75 F Cumberland 
364 CDVL 05 M Curdsville (Lexington) 
332 CPRS 50 F Cypress 
332 DGON 05 F De gonia 
332 DGCL 06 Degonia-Clore 
364 DVHL 50 M Devils Hollow (Lexington) 
361 DRKS 03 F Drakes 
361 DKAK 01 Drakes - Ashlock 
210 EUTW 20 F Eutaw 
332 ELRN 52 F E1wren 
361 FRVW 35 F Fairview 
338 FRMR 80 M Farmers (Borden) 
364 FLCR 21 B Faulconer (Perryville (Lexington)) 
338 FRPN 05 F Fort Payne 
332 FRLS 48 M Fraileys (Golconda) 
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333 FRDN 03 M Fredonia (Ste Genevieve) 
361 GRRD 50 F Garrard 
361 GLBR 23 M Gilbert (Ashlock) 
332 GRKN 72 F Girkin 
332 GLND 35 F Glen Dean 
332 GLCO 45 F Golconda 
361 GRLK 30 F Grant Lake 
364 GEDL 45 F Greendale Lentil (Lexington) 
364 GRIR 15 M Grier (Lexington) 
338 GMSP 68 B Gum Sulphur (Nancy (Borden)) 
338 HLGP 45 M Halls Gap (Borden) 
332 HNEY 46 F Haney (Golconda) 
332 HDBG 40 F Hardinsburg 
333 HRBG 51 F Harrodsburg 
331 HRSL 07 F Hartselle 
338 HNLY 82 B Henley (Farmers (Borden)) 
338 HLCL 60 M Holtsclaw (Borden) 
338 JBEZ 12 M Jabez (Fort Payne) 
124 JCKS 01 F Jackson 
344 JFVL 20 F Jeffersonville 
338 KNOD 70 M Kenwood (Borden) 
331 KDDR 15 M Kidder (Monteagle) 
332 KNKD 01 F Kinkaid 
332 KKDG 02 Kinkaid - Degonia 
332 KKDC 03 Kinkaid - Degonia - Clore 
332 KDCP 04 Kinkaid- Degonia- Clore- Palestine 
338 KNFL 10 M Knifley (Fort Payne) 
361 KOPE 45 F Kope 
354 LURL 30 F Laurel 
361 LPRS 80 F Leipers 
332 LCFD 20 F Leitchfield 
333 LVIS . 07 M Levias (Ste Genevieve) 
364 LXNG 01 F Lexington 
338 LMSN 19 Limestone (of Fort Payne) 
321 LSMN 19 Lisman Coal Bed (Sturgis) 
121 LOSS 99 Loess 
364 LOGN lO M Lagana (Lexington) 
354 LSVL 10 F Louisville I 333 LSLS 35 Lower St Louis - Salem 321 MDVL 10 M Madisonville (Sturgis) 321 MVLC 12 Madisonville- Carthage (Sturgis) 
210 MCNR 07 F McNarry 
332 MNRD lO F Menard 
332 MWBG 11 Menard - Waltersburg 
332 MWVT 12 Menard- Waltersburg- Vienna- Tar 
Springs 
364 MLBG 55 M Millersburg (Lexington) 
331 MNGL 10 F Monteagle 
332 MORN 62 F Mooretown 
338 MLDG 35 M Muldraugh (Borden) 
338 NADA 50 M Nada (Borden) 
338 NNCY 65 M Nancy (Borden) 
338 NCHC 62 Nancy- Holtsclaw (Borden) 
341 NALB 01 F New Albany - Chattanooga-Ohio 
331 NWMN 50 F Newman 
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338 NPVC 75 M New Providence (Borden) 
338 NPVK 72 New Providence- Kenwood (Borden) 
341 NALB 01 F Ohio (list as New Albany) 
364 ORGN 75 F Oregon 
354 OGOD 40 F Osgood 
332 PCRE 55 F Paint Creek 
332 PLSN 09 F Palestine 
332 POLl 67 F Paoli 
331 PNNG 01 F Pennington 
112 PLRS 05 Peoria Loess & Roxana Silt 
364 PRVL 20 M Perryville (Lexington) 
125 PCEK 05 F Porters Creek 
361 PCVL 11 M Preachersville (Drakes) 
321 PVDC 02 M Providence (Sturgis) 
321 PVAR 04 Providence- Anvil Rock (Sturgis) 
321 PVML 05 Providence- Madisonville (Sturgis) 
361 REBA 17 Reba (Ashlock) 
338 REEF 17 Reef Limestone (Fort Payne) 
332 REVL 57 F Reelsville 
332 RELS 56 Reelsville - Sample 
332 RNLT 65 F Renault 
338 RNFR 30 M Renfro (Borden) 
303 RCLR 05 M Rosiclare (Ste Genevieve) 
338 RNDS 58 B Roundstone (Cowbell (Borden)) 
361 RLND 09 M Rowland (Drakes) 
333 SGVV 01 F Ste Genevieve 
331 SGVM 20 M Ste Genevieve (Monteagle) 
331 SGVN 80 M Ste Genevieve (Newman) 
333 SGSL 16 Ste Genevieve M St Louis 
333 SGUS 15 Ste Genevieve - Upper St Louis 
333 STLS 21 F St Louis 
331 SLNM 85 M St Louis (Newman) 
333 SLSM 30 St Louis - Salem 
333 SLEM 40 F Salem 
333 SLMW 45 Salem- Warsaw 
361 SLUD 05 M Saluda (Drakes) 
364 SLVS 22 B Salvisa (Perryville (Lexington)) 
I 332 SMPL 58 F Sample 333 SCCH 55 M Science Hill (Warsaw) 344 SLBG 10 F Sellersburg 344 SVCE 12 M Silver Creek (Sellersburg) 333 SMRS 42 M Somerset (Salem) 
344 SPED 13 M Speeds (Sellersburg) 
364 SPGG 40 M Stamping Ground (Lexington) 
361 SCEK 21 M Stingy Creek (Ashlock) 
361 SCEG 22 Stingy Creek- Gilbert (Ashlock) 
364 SCRK 60 M Strodes Creek (Lexington) 
364 SPWL 35 M Sulphur Well (Lexington) 
339 SNBR 10 F Sunbury 
364 TGOD 25 M Tanglewood (Lexington) 
332 TSPG 16 F Tar Springs 
361 TATE 25 M Tate (Ashlock) 
361 TRRL 19 M Terrill (Ashlock) 
210 TCLO 75 F Tuscaloosa 
























M Upper Member (Newman) 
F Vienna 




Warsaw argillaceous dolomite 
Warsaw - Fort Payne 
F Waverly 
F Wilcox 
M Wildie (Borden) 
231 8 c 0 LITHO Lithology of the bedrock: 
The first four digits are for the lithology of the 
parent materiaL If the sample location is near 
the contact between rock types, and two bed-
rock types have been listed, the first four digits are 
for the lithology of the most probable parent 
material and the last four are for the lithology of 
the other bedrock type. 
For example, if the bedrock is the Clays Ferry 
Formation and the description on the geologic 
quad is interbedded limestone and clay shale 
with minor siltstone and dolomite, code Bl 
J 6 and leave the last four digits blank. 
If the Clays Ferry was the most probable parent 
material, but the parent material could have 
been the Kope Formation, which is described 
as clay shale, siltstone, and limestone, code as 
BIJ6H304. 
so Sedimentary rocks (unspecified) 
GO Mudstone 
Gl Calcareous mudstone 
G2 Dolomitic mudstone 
G3 Noncalcareous mudstone 
HO Shale (fissile) 
HI Noncalcareous shale 
H2 Calcareous shale 
H3 Clay shale 
H4 Acid clay shale 
HS Calcareous clay shale 
H6 Dolomitic shale 
H7 Arenaceous shale 
H8 Carbonaceous shale 
TO Siltstone 
Tl Noncalcareous siltstone 
T2 Calcareous siltstone 




T4 Argillaceous siltstone 
TS Arenaceous siltstone 
AO Sandstone 
AI Noncalcareous sandstone 
A2 Calcareous sandstone 
A3 Arkosic sandstone 
A4 Graywacke 
co Conglomerate 
Cl Noncalcareous conglomerate 
C2 Calcareous conglomerate 
LO limestone 
L1 Dolomitic limestone 
L2 Phosphatic Limestone 
L3 Argillaceous (shaly) limestone 
L4 Silty limestone 
LS Arenaceous (sandy) limestone 
L6 Cherty limestone 




Dl Silty dolomite 
D2 Calcareous dolomite 
D3 Cherty dolomite 
D4 Arenaceous dolomite 




00 Limestone & dolomite 
01 Limestone & shale 
02 limestone, sandstone, siltstone, & shale 
03 limestone & sandstone 
04 Limestone & siltstone 
05 limestone, siltstone, & shale 
06 Dolomite & siltstone 
07 Dolomite & shale 
I 08 Dolomitic siltstone & shale 09 Dolomite & chert QO Siltstone & shale 
Ql Sandstone, siltstone, & shale 
Q2 Sandstone & siltstone 
Q3 Sandstone & shale 
Q4 Limestone & chert 
QS Calcarenite & calcirudite 
Q6 Mudstone & siltstone 
Q7 limestone & mudstone 
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Q8 Mudstone & shale 
Q9 Sandstone & conglomerate 
BO Interbedded limestone & dolomite 
Bl Interbedded limestone & shale 
B2 Interbedded limestone, sandstone, siltstone, 
& shale 
B3 Interbedded limestone & sandstone 
B4 Interbedded limestone & siltstone 
B5 Interbedded limestone, siltstone, & shale 
B6 Interbedded dolomite & siltstone 
B7 Interbedded dolomite & shale 
B8 Interbedded dolomitic siltstone & shale 
B9 Interbedded dolomite & chert 
EO Interbedded siltstone & shale 
El Interbedded sanstone, siltstone, & shale 
E2 Interbedded sandstone & siltstone 
E3 Interbedded sandstone & shale 
E4 Interbedded limestone & chert 
E5 Interbedded calcarenite & calcirudite 
E6 Interbedded mudstone & siltstone 
E7 Interbedded limestone & mudstone 
E8 Interbedded mudstone & shale 
E9 Interbedded sandstone.& conglomerate 
FO Minor dolomite 
Fl Minor limestone 
F2 Minor shale 
F3 Minor siltstone 
F4 Minor sandstone 
F5 Minor chert 
F6 Minor galuconite 
F7 Minor mudstone 
F8 Minor conglomerate 
JO Minor limestone & dolomite 
Jl Minor limestone & shale 
J2 Minor limestone, sandstone, siltstone, & shale 
J3 Minor limestone & sandstone 
J4 Minor limestone & siltstone 
J5 Minor limestone, siltstone, & shale 
J6 Minor dolomite & siltstone 
J7 Minor dolomite & shale I J8 Minor dolomitic siltstone & shale J9 Minor dolomite & chert 
KO Minor siltstone & shale 
Kl Minor sandstone, siltstone, & shale 
K2 Minor sandstone & siltstone 
K3 Minor sandstone & shale 
K4 Minor limestone &.chert 
K5 Minor calcarenite & calcirudite 




K7 Minor limestone & mudstone 
KS Minor mudstone & shale 
K9 Minor sandstone & conglomerate 
NO Sand 
Nl Clay, silt, & sand 
N2 Clay, silt, sand, & gravel 
N3 Clay & silt 
N4 Sand & gravel 
N5 Coal 




Lithologies not generally encountered in 
Kentucky: 
YO Mixed igneous, metamorphic, & sedimen-
tary 
I1 Coarse (intrusive) igneous, unspecified 
I2 Basic intrusive (includes gabbro, nepheline 
rocks, peridotite, etc.) 
!3 Intermediate intrusives (includes granodi· 
orite, monzonite, tonalite, diorite, etc.) 
I4 Acid intrusives (including granite, etc.) 
IS Fine (extrusive) igneous, unspecified 
I6 Basic extrusives (includes baslat, etc.) 
I7 Intermediate extrusives (includes andesite, 
etc.) 
IS Acid extrusives (includes rhyolite, tra-
chyte, etc.) 
PO Pyroclastic, unspecified 
PI Tuff, unspecified (includes ignombrites) 
P2 Acidic tuff 
P3 Basic tuff 
P4 Volcanic breccia, unspecified 
P5 Acidic volcanic breccia 
P6 Basic volcanic breccia 
P7 Ash, unspecified (includes pumice & 
cinder) 
PS Acidic ash (includes rhyolitic ash) 
P9 Basic ash (includes basaltic & andesitic ash) 
MO Metamorphic, unspecified 
M I Gneiss, unspecified 
M2 Acidic gneiss 
M3 Basic gneiss 
M4 Serpentine 
M5 Schist & phyllite, unspecified 
M6 Acidic schist & phyllite 
NMC 241 3 
NDDEN 244 4 
SL 248 2 
SR 250 2 
PTSIZE 252 48 
IN3 252 3 
IN2 255 3 
IN1.5 258 3 
IN! 261 3 
IN.75 264 3 
IN.375 267 3 
N04 270 3 
NOlO 273 3 
N040 276 3 
N060 279 3 
N0200 282 3 
MM.05 285 3 
MM.02 288 3 
MM.005 291 3 
MM.002 294 3 




























I. Shale generally refers to fine-grained rocks 
which are fissile. If a fine-grained rock 
lacks fissility, it is considered here to be a 
mudstone. 
2. The term sandstone used without qualifi-
cation refers to a rock composed predomi-
nantly (85-90 peycent) of quartz. Arkosic 
sandstones are feldspar-rich. Though they 
contain at least 25 percent feldspar, quartz 
is generally still the dominant constituent. 
Graywacke is a dark, hard, firmly indu-
rated coarse-grained sandstone consisting 
of poorly-sorted and extremely angular 
grains of quartz and feldspar in detrital 
clay matrix. 
Natural (in situ) moisture content (ASTM 
D 2216) 
Natural (in situ) dry density, kgjm3 
Shrinkage limit (ASTM D 427) 
Shrinkage ratio 
Particle-size distribution (ASTM D 422) 
Dispersing agent: 
1 Na2sw2 





TYPDDV 301 I z 0 Type of dispersion device 
I High-speed mechanical 
2 Air dispersion 
SGI 302 3 z 2 Specific gravity (ASTM D 854) 
SG3 308 3 z 2 Specific gravity 
SG2 305 3 z 2 Specific gravity 
SG3 308 3 z 2 Specific gravity 
MESDEN 311 I z 0 Method in ASTM D 698 used to determine the 
"standard" moisture-density relationship: 
I -- Method A 
2 -- Method B 
3 -- Method C with +3/4" material dis-
carded 
4 -- Method C with -2" to +3/4" material 
discarded 
5 -- Method D with +3/4" material dis-
carded 
6 -- Method D with -211 to +3/4" 
material discarded 
SMXDEN 312 4 z 0 Standard maximum dry density, kgjm3 (ASTM 
D698) 
SOPTMC 316 3 z I Standard optimum moisture content 
DDI 321 4 z 0 Density at Point I 
MCI 325 3 z I Moisture content at Point I 
DD2 328 4 z 0 
MC2 332 3 z I 
DD3 335 4 z 0 
MC3 339 3 z I 
DD4 342 4 z 0 
MC4 346 3 z 
DDS 349 4 z 0 
MC5 353 3 z I 
METHOD 356 z 0 Method in ASTM D 1557 used to determine 
the ''modified'' moisture-density relationship 
(code same as for MESDEN). 
MODMDD 357 4 z 0 Modified maximum dry density, kgjm3 (ASTM 
D 1557) 
I MODOMC 361 3 z Modified optimum moisture content CBRU 364 4 z Unsoaked CBR 
CBRS 368 4 z I Soaked CBR 
36 
CBRUI 372 4 z I .I in. unsoaked CBR 
CBRU2 376 4 z I .2 in. unsoaked CBR 
. CBRU3 380 4 z I .3 in. unsoaked CBR 
CBRU4 384 4 z .4 in. unsoaked CBR 
CBRU5 388 4 z .5 in. unsoaked CBR 
CBRSI 392 4 z I .I in. soaked CBR 
CBRS2 396 4 z I .2 in. soaked CBR 
CBRS3 401 4 z I .3 in. soaked CBR 
CBRS4 40S 4 z .4 in. soaked CBR 
CBRSS 409 4 z .Sin. soaked CBR 
TYPCBR 413 I z 0 Type of CBR test: 
I -- Kentucky CBR test method 
2-- ASTMD 1883 
DDFCBR 414 4 z 0 Dry density of the sample at the time of the first 
penetration in the CBR test, kgjm3 
MCFCBR 418 3 z Moisture content at the time of the first pene· 
tration 
DDSCBR 421 4 z 0 Dry density of the sample at the time of the 
second penetration, kg/m3 
MCSCBR 42S 3 z Moisture content of the entire sample after the 
second penetration 
MCTOP 428 3 z I Moisture content of the top I inch of the 
soaked sample after second penetration 
TIME! 431 3 z 0 Time in days 
SWELL! 434 s z 2 Swell at time of reading, mm 
TIME2 439 3 z 0 
SWELL2 442 s z 2 
TIME3 447 3 z 0 
SWELL3 4SO s z 2 
TIME4 4SS 3 z 0 
SWELL4 4S8 s z 2 
TIMES 463 3 z 0 
SWELLS 466 s z 2 
TIME6 471 3 z 0 Total elapsed time, days 
SWELL6 474 s z 2 Total swell, mm 















































































































Liquid limit {ASTM D 423): 
If no test was performed or the material was 
nonplastic, leave blank, Recorded to the 
nearest percent. 
Number of blows 
Moisture content 
Plastic limit (ASTM D 424) 
Plastic limit moisture content 
Plasticity index 
AASHTO Classification {AASHTO M 145) 
Unified Classification (ASTM D 2487) 
Method of textural classificaton: 
1 -- Bureau of Public Roads (chart as used by 
the Division of Materials, Kentucky Bureau 
of Highways) 
2-- USDA Chart 
Textural classification 
The texture of a sample estimated by visual 
or field methods or a textural description 
provided as a part of a soil series name is coded 
in TEXTUR {Character 179). Texture based on 
particle-size distribution determined by one of 
the methods listed in MDTXCL {Character 538) 
is coded here. Use the textural coding listed 
under TEXTUR. 
Depth to rock disintegration zone, meters 
Depth to competent bedrock, meters {see 
REFUSAL) 
Depth to watertable, meters 
Rock quality designation 
Refusal: 
Y yes -- bedrock depth indicated is true 
























































































N no -- bedrock depth indicated is minimum 
depth (no rock was encountered in boring) 
A apparently drilled to bedrock 
U uncertain 
Slaking durability index 
Availability of data 
Triaxial } 
Direct shear Blank -- no data 
Permeability I -- data available 
Consolidation 
Unconfined compression test: 
Length of specimen, mm 
Diameter of specimen, mm 
Rate of strain, percent/minute 
Shear stress at failure, kilo Pascal (kPa) 
Moisture content, Eercent 
Dry density, kg/m 
Clay mineralogy: 
The earliest clay mineralogy data available 
merely indicated the presence of a mineral and 
the probable order of abundance. This infor-
mation is coded in the "under 0.2 
microns" field (Characters 588 through 605) 
using an X to indicate the presence and a 
number to indicate order of abundance. Thus 
if the two-character quartz field (592-593) is 
coded X3, it means that quartz was detected 
and was considered to be the third most abun-
dant mineral in that sample. 
A second method of reporting clay mineralogy 
was by simply reporting a rercentage to the 
nearest five percent. Initially, this was done for 
only one size fraction Oess than 2 microns). This 
fraction is equivalent to the first two size frac-
tions in the coding format, but only a single 
value is available; and it is coded in the 0 under 
0.2 microns" field (the same field characters 588 
through 605 used for the earlier type of data). 
Thus, if the two-character quartz field (592-593) 
is coded 35, it means that the under-2-microns 
fraction of the sample is 35 percent quartz. 
As clay mineralogy data is currently being 
reported, all seven of the size fractions are tested 









CIV/C 596 2 z 0 Interlayered vermiculite- chlorite 
CIMT 598 2 z 0 Montmorillonite ~ under 0.2 microns CIC 600 2 z 0 Chlorite 
CIF 602 2 z 0 Feldspar 
CIMT/C 604 2 z 0 Montmorillonite- chlorite intergrade 
CIPCTI 606 2 z 0 Other mineral percent j CITYPI 608 I c 0 Other mineral type CIPCT2 609 I c 0 Other mineral percent 
CITYP2 610 I c 0 Other mineral type 
Cl 611 2 z 0 Percent of sample smaller than 0.2 microns 
C2K 613 2 z 0 Kaoli.nite l C2MI/I 615 2 z 0 Mica/illite C2Q 617 2 z 0 Quartz C2V 619 2 z 0 Vermiculite 
C2V/C 621 2 z 0 Interlayered vermiculite- chlorite 
C2MT 623 2 z 0 Montmorillonite ~ 0.2 to 2 microns C2C 625 2 z 0 Chlorite C2F 627 2 z 0 Feldspar 
C2MT/C 629 2 z 0 Montmorillonite chlorite intergrade 
C2PCTI 631 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
C2TYPI 633 I c 0 Other mineral type 
C2PCT2 634 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
C2TYP2 636 I c 0 Other mineral type 
C2PCT3 637 I z 0 Other mineral percent 
C2TYP3 638 I c 0 Other mineral type 
C2 639 2 z 0 Percent of sample 0.2 to 2 microns 
SIK 641 2 z 0 Kaolinite 
SIMI 643 2 z 0 Mica 
SIQ 645 2 z 0 Quartz 
SIV 647 2 z 0 Vermiculite 
SIC 649 2 z 0 Chlorite 
SIP 651 2 z 0 Feldspar 
SICA 653 2 z 0 Calcite 2 to 5 microns 
SIDO 655 2 z 0 Dolomite 
SIPCTI 657 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
SITYPI 659 I c 0 Other mineral type 
SIPCT2 660 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
SITYP2 662 c 0 Other mineral type 
S!PCT3 663 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
SITYP3 665 I c 0 Other mineral type 
Sl 666 2 z 0 Percent of sample 2 to 5 microns 
S2K 668 2 z 0 Kaolinite 
S2MI 670 2 z 0 Mica 
S2Q 672 2 z 0 Quartz 
S2V 674 2 z 0 Vermiculite 
S2C 676 2 z 0 Chlorite 
S2F 678 2 z 0 Feldspar 
S2CA 680 2 z 0 Calcite 5 to 10 microns 
S2DO 682 2 z 0 Dolomite 
I 40 
S2PCTI 684 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
S2TYPI 686 c 0 Other mineral type 
S2PCT2 687 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
S2TYP2 689 I c 0 Other mineral type 
S2PCT3 690 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
S2TYP3 692 c 0 Other mineral type 
S2 693 2 z 0 Percent of sample 5 to I 0 microns 
S3K 695 2 z 0 Kaolinite 
S3MI 697 2 z 0 Mica 
S3Q 699 2 z 0 Quartz 
S3V 701 2 z 0 Vermiculite 
S3C 703 2 z 0 Chlorite 
S3F 705 2 z 0 Feldspar 
S3CA 707 2 z 0 Calcite I 0 to 20 microns 
S3DO 709 2 z 0 Dolomite 
S3PCTI 711 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
S3TYPI 713 I c 0 Other mineral type 
S3PCT2 714 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
S3TYP2 716 c 0 Other mineral type 
S3PCT3 717 z 0 Other mineral percent 
S3TYP3 718 I c 0 Other mineral type 
S3 719 2 z 0 Percent of sample 10 to 20 microns 
S4K 721 2 z 0 Kaolinite 
S4Ml 723 2 z 0 Mica 
S4Q 725 2 z 0 Quartz 
S4V 727 2 z 0 Vermiculite 
S4C 729 2 z 0 Chlorite 
S4F 731 2 z 0 Feldspar 
S4CA 733 2 z 0 Calcite 20 to 50 microns 
S4DO 735 2 z 0 Dolomite 
S4PCTI 737 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
S4TYPI 739 I c 0 Other mineral type 
S4PCT2 740 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
S4TYP2 742 I c 0 Other mineral type 
S4PCT3 743 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
S4TYP3 745 I c 0 Other mineral type 
S4 746 2 z 0 Percent of sample 20 to 50 microns 
SSK 748 2 z 0 Kaolinite 
SSM! 750 2 z 0 Mica 
SSQ 752 2 z 0 Quartz 
ssv 754 2 z 0 Vermiculite 
sse 756 2 z 0 Chlorite 
SSF 758 2 z 0 Feldspar 
SSCA 760 2 z 0 Calcite over 50 microns 
SSDO 762 2 z 0 Dolomite 
SSPCTI 764 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
SSTYPI 766 c 0 Other mineral type 
SSPCT2 767 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
SSTYP2 769 I c 0 Other mineral type 
SSPCT3 770 2 z 0 Other mineral percent 
SSTYP3 772 I c 0 Other mineral type 







E Montmorillonite- chlorite intergrade 
F Interlayered vermiculite and chlorite 
G Vermiculite- mica intergrade 
H Vermiculite- montmorillonite intergrade 
I Vermiculite- illite intergrade 
I 42 
